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LITERACYDEVELOPMENT

read the words sisters and brothers. Could hls morphemic endings have been
overgeneralizations from the spelling of children?
Miscue analysis, whlch compares readers' observed oral responses to the
Hsteners' expected responses, has provided evidence that children control
syntax as they read. Miscues result in syntactically and semantically accept
able sentences, and substitution miscues are most often the same part of
speech as the expected response. When chlldren even as young as three years
are reading or writing narrative stories, they usually begin with "once upon
a time." We have never collected a chlld's letter that began with thls tradi
tional story starter. Rather, most letters open with "Dear ---," "how are
you?" or the like.
There may be certain hlerarchlcal sequences in the development of spe
cific principles of language. For example, it seems that children develop a
syllabic principle about written language before notions about alphabetic
principles emerge. Also, children do not seem to represent the preconsonan
tal nasal when they begin to invent spelling in English, although it appears
later in their development of literacy skills.
LEARNING TO BECOME LITERATE

The development of written language is very complicated. The generaliza
tions about and the roots and developing principles of literacy all interact as
chlldren develop control over making sense through written language. With
thls knowledge, children enter school where, too often, they are placed in a
rigid instructional setting that ignores and is incompatible with what they al
ready know. No published instructional program has ever provided the gen
eralizations and concepts that people must develop to learn to read and
write. A hlghly structured instructional system that focuses on mastery of
one rule or skill before another loses sight of the complexity of learning writ
ten language. It oversimplifies what chlldren really do learn and focuses
some insecure chlldren on insignificant and often erroneous principles about
language.
In further research, each aspect of written language must be studied in
greater depth and over longer periods of time. The focus should be on single
subjects and on groups of chlldren from widely different backgrounds who
are reading and writing spontaneously. We must have more evidence of how
capable the human toddler is of solving hls or her personal needs for written
language.
School is an important setting for literacy learning.There, the learning of
literacy skills can be an exciting and stimulating experience; however, it can
also be discouraging and inhlbiting. Teachlng chlldren literacy through func
tional use has been advocated for more than eighty years (Iredell, 1898;
Huey, 1908). Although there still is much that researchers and teachers must
learn about literacy learning and teaching, we currently have the scientific
foundation for helping teachers make learning to read and write an exciting

